Abstract-Energy efficient transmission and bit allocation schemes are investigated in multi-source single-sink wireless sensor networks (WSN). For transmission in AWGN channels with path loss, this work shows that the overall energy consumption can be saved if each source transmits using its minimum power and cooperates with other sources in TDMA mode. From the source coding perspective, the Slepian-Wolf coding theorem is applied for efficient bit allocation since sources are usually highly correlated in WSN. Combining these two parts, we propose a closed form bit allocation scheme to minimize the overall energy consumption by assigning more bits to the nodes with better channel conditions. Based on this scheme, we further extend the network lifetime through a heuristic algorithm to average the energy consumption among all sensors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensors that are capable of sensing, data processing and communicating have enabled the realization of wireless sensor networks (WSN) [1] . In WSN, a large number of nodes are densely deployed in an area to measure a physical phenomenon [2] , [3] . Generally, wireless sensor nodes carry very limited irreplaceable power sources. Thus, two primary concerns in WSN are to save the overall energy consumption and to prolong the network lifetime, namely the time when all the nodes are functional.
Tremendous research efforts have been dedicated to the problem of maximizing energy efficiency in low-power WSN from several perspectives including data collecting, source coding and transmission. In particular, on transport capacity, [4] derives the largest achievable rates in general WSN. On correlated data gathering and source coding, [5] proposes a closed form optimal rate allocation scheme to minimize some transmission cost function which is proportional to the distance from the source node to the sink. As for the transmission, [6] shows that in order to maximize the aggregate capacity with fixed power, only the user having the best channel condition is allowed to transmit at any given time, which essentially shares the same spirit as TDMA. Finally, [7] studies the combination of source and channel coding to provide an algorithm to minimize the overall power consumption and to maximize network lifetime; nevertheless, it only considers a special scenario where one sensor is only correlated to another sensor.
In this paper, both source and channel coding are jointly considered to address the energy efficiency problem in WSN where correlation exists among all sensors. We first consider the energy efficient transmission for a single point to point communication. It is well known that the capacity of an AWGN channel with path loss is
, where the transmitting power P can adopt many levels but has a lower bound P min and an upper bound P max , d is the distance from the source to the sink and γ is the path loss exponent. Without loss of generality, we assume that transmitting rate can achieve the capacity, i.e., R = . In order to transmit B bits, the energy consumption is E = P T = P
, which is monotone increasing with power P . Thus, using P min is more energy efficient. Then we apply this result to multi-source single-sink wireless sensor networks. Suppose the network has n sensors with each sensor using its minimum power to transmit. Thus, the overall energy
Bi
Ri . We focus on the sensor network scenario where data do not change very rapidly, so that there is enough transmitting time and the transmitting rate is not a major concern. We will demonstrate that when all the nodes use their minimum transmitting power in TDMA mode, the overall consumed energy can be minimized.
Besides P i , the overall energy consumption also depends on the transmission bits B i . Since in TDMA transmission, the channel can be regarded as a single user channel at any given time, source-channel separation theorem [8] holds. Therefore, based on the distributed source coding theorem (SlepianWolf) [9] , we propose an optimal bit allocation scheme to minimize the overall energy consumption without loss of any information. Then we develop an algorithm to adjust this result to further maximize the network lifetime.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we prove that TDMA transmission mode is optimal in terms of the overall energy saving in multi-sensor single-sink networks. The optimization problem of energy efficiency is formulated and a closed form bit allocation solution is obtained in Section III. Section IV extends the optimization problem to include lifetime prolonging, and provides an algorithm which aims to achieve the two aforementioned goals. Section V contains some numerical results.
II. ENERGY-EFFICIENT METHOD FOR MULTI-SENSOR SINGLE-SINK TRANSMISSION
For multi-source single-sink transmission, there are two types of transmission modes: source nodes transmitting one after another, i.e., every time there is only one source-sink 978-1-4244-5638-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE connection (TDMA) and more than one source-sink connections existing at some specific time (multiple access channel).
Consider a network with n nodes all transmitting to a single sink node. Let N be the set of sensor indices: N = {1, . . . , n}. Then for each node i ∈ N , it uses its minimum power P i,min and needs to transmit some fixed number of bits B i . Suppose the distance from node i to the sink node is d i and path loss exponent γ is the same for every node.
Theorem 1: For multi-source single-sink transmission, given that each node uses its minimum power, in order to transmit some finite number of bits, using TDMA among all the nodes is more energy efficient.
Proof: The overall energy consumption can be calculated as
is the transmission time and R i is the instant rate,
1) Using TDMA, the instant rates of all source nodes can achieve their separate channel capacities, i.e.,
2) Suppose at some specific time, a set S ⊆ N with |S| ≥ 2 all connect to the sink node, then the rate vector should lie in multiple access channel capacity region. For any subset
The overall energy consumption in this case is greater than that in case 1. Therefore, transmitting using TDMA is more energy efficient.
Remark 1:
For the multiple access channel, it is well known that CDMA is optimal in achieving the maximum rates with fixed power [8] . Here we are interested in a different problem of sending maximum bits with fixed energy. It is shown that TDMA outperforms CDMA.
III. SOURCE-CHANNEL COMMUNICATION IN MINIMIZATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
In general, the measurements of sensors, e.g. temperature, humidity, sound, etc., are highly correlated. When encoding these correlated sources, Slepian and Wolf [9] shows that a total rate of the joint entropy
, is sufficient even if these nodes are not able to communicate with each other, as long as they satisfy:
for all U ⊆ N , where
and
The total information generated by sensor i is R Si T , where T is one time period for data gathering. Since the measurements of physical phenomena usually do not vary rapidly, e.g., the temperature in a day,
So B i must satisfy:
In this section, we consider the problem of how to allocate B i among the sensor nodes to minimize the overall energy consumption.
Intuitively, if a sensor is very far away from the destination, channel condition is severely degraded. The transmitting rate is very slow even if high power is used, which is a waste of energy. Thus we tend to assign less task (bits) to this channel. For example, we only use this channel to transmit those information that is uniquely generated in this sensor and use other good channels to transmit those common information.
The overall energy consumed is:
Since the coefficient of B i is only related to i and when P i,min and d i are fixed, this coefficient is a constant. Let a i represent Pi,min
, this problem can be formulated as follows:
Theorem 2: Without loss of generality, let a 1 > a 2 > · · · > a n , then the solution to the above optimization problem is B B B * :
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Proof: We prove theorem 2 in two steps: 1) First, the solution (9) satisfies all the constraints in optimization problem (8) . 2) Then, this solution can minimize the overall energy consumption. Proof of Step 1: Define set S j = {j, j + 1, . . . , n}, where
where (a) follows from conditioning reduces entropy, and (b) follows from the chain rule for entropy.
Proof of Step 2:
We prove this part by induction. We start from B *
. . , W n )T , which has already achieved the Slepian-Wolf bound. If there exists another set of solution, say, B 1 , . . . , B n , this set of solution must achieve the bound as well. Since B * n is already the largest value that B n can be, let B n = H(W n )T − δ, where δ is a positive small value that does not affect the Slepian-Wolf conditions. Then this δ must be added to some B * i , where
Since a i ≥ a n , (a i − a n )δ ≥ 0 and thus
T is the largest value that B n−1 can choose. By the same argument, it is obvious that B * n−1 is the optimal value. Similarly, we can prove that B B B * is the optimum solution. Actually, the interpretation of this solution is quite straightforward. The coefficient a i is the energy consumption per bit. Thus, it is the most efficient if we transmit more bits to smaller a i and less bits to larger a i .
IV. LIFETIME MAXIMIZATION
In wireless sensor networks, energy consumption and network lifetime are the two primary concerns. In previous section, we presented a bit allocation scheme that can minimize the overall energy consumption. However, if there is one sensor that consumes more energy than the rest of the sensors, this sensor will die faster than other sensors. Thus, the network lifetime is dependent on the highest energy consumption node. In this section, we are looking for a scheme that can average the energy consumption among all the sensors, while at the same time, minimizing the overall energy consumption.
The problem can be formulated by the following lexicographic optimization:
where
This optimization problem has a hierarchical structure, i.e. the first objective has the highest priority [10] . Under the condition that the highest energy consumption has been minimized, we try to further minimize the overall energy consumption to achieve lexicographic optimality.
To minimize E i for some node i, we only need to reduce its corresponding B i , i.e., assign less bits that need to be transmitted by this sensor. We start from the point B B B * , find the node that consumes the most energy, reduce the bits of this node and reallocate among the rest nodes until the highest node's information cannot be reduced anymore.
Suppose E k , 1 ≤ k ≤ n is the largest, so B k needs to be reduced. It can be seen that B * 
However, after B * k has been reduced toB k , according to Slepian-Wolf bound,
where ( There are two remarks. First, after transferring (9) . If B k−1 is full and node k still consumes the highest energy, we need to further transfer bits from B k to B * k−2 , which will result in that B * k and B * k−2 switch positions, and so on until B * k has been moved to the first place. Second, bits that can be reduced at most from B * k are
which exactly equals to d 
where (a) follows from conditioning reduces entropy, and (b) follows from the chain rule of entropy. Since (20) is the Slepian-Wolf bound, the proof is complete. Algorithm 1 gives the detail steps to maximize the network lifetime.
Note, when there are multiple nodes consuming the highest energy, we prefer to check the one with the smallest index first. This is because of the chance that this index is 1. In this case, reducing bits of other nodes will only waste more overall energy without prolonging lifetime since the first node is always the network's bottleneck.
The value of δ is chosen based on (21)-(23), where the first and second terms are bits that B k1 can be reduced at most until this sensor's energy consumption is the same as the second highest one, and the third term is the total reduced bits when B k1 can be decreased to the Slepian-Wolf bound.
After this algorithm, the final result will be that the node that consumes the most energy is either the one that has the least bits to transmit, i.e.,
. . , W n ), or the first node.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The improvement of network lifetime using this algorithm depends significantly on the geometric and initial information distribution among all the sensors. In this section, we present some numerical results in a specific case. Assume all the sensor nodes are uniformly distributed on a line and the sink node is at one end. The data collected by each sensor is W i = W + Z i , where the Gaussian variable W with variance N 0 represents the common information, and the variance of the additive Gaussian noise Z i at node i is
We compare the results obtained from our proposed scheme with an average bit allocation scheme, where each sensor transmits its unique information and 1/n of the common information. Fig. 1 shows the overall energy consumption of the proposed scheme and the average bit allocation scheme. It can be seen that the proposed scheme always achieves lower overall energy consumption. When the number of nodes is 50, the proposed scheme is approximately 30% more energy efficient. Fig. 2 compares the peak energy consumption of Algorithm 1 and the reference scheme. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm effectively reduces the peak energy consumption and hence prolongs the network life time. When the number of nodes is 50, the proposed scheme reduces the peak energy consumption by approximately 30%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the energy efficiency issue for multi-source single-sink wireless sensor networks. We have proved that for each source, the mode of employing its minimum transmitting power and cooperating with other sources in TDMA fashion is optimal in terms of energy efficiency. Exploiting source correlation, by Slepian-Wolf coding, we then provide a solution for minimizing the overall energy consumption and an algorithm for maximizing the network life time. 
